ABSTRACT. Type and cotype are computed for Banach spaces generated by some positive sublinear operators and Banach function spaces. Applications of the results yield that under certain assumptions Clarkson's inequalities hold in these spaces.
INTRODUCTION.
Given a Banach space X, we let for any n !1, p s 2 q < oo and s s < o, Ko'.)(X) and Kt,.s)(X be x C X, where {r" }'. denotes the sequence of Rademacher functions defined by for every choice of i}i.l r,(t) sign sin 2"tr for 0 s 1. If the left (resp. the right) inequality in (1,1) holds, X is of cotype (q, s) (resp. type (p,s)). If s 1, we say that X is of cotype q (resp. type p) (see [6] ). [8] showed that a Banach space X is of type p for some p > (resp. cotype q for some q < oo) iffX does not contain l"s (resp. g's) uniformly.
Note that if X is of type (p,p') with K"P')(X) 1, < p s 2 (resp. cotype (p,p') with K0,.,,)(X 1, The well-known examples of Banach spaces for which the above inequalities hold are L,-spaces (see [2] ), p-Schatten ideals of compact operators on Hilbert spaces (see [9] ), provided 1 < p < In [10] [5] The smallest possible value of M is denoted by M')(E) (resp. M0,E)).
In what follows let X be an F-space and let S be a positive sublinear operator defined on .X' taking values in L* -L*(, Ix); that is for every x, y tEX and any scalar .t he following hold: (p,s) ).
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